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ALGIERS: The Algiers-backed Polisario
Front independence movement said
yesterday it was prepared to embark on
negotiations with Morocco on the dis-
puted territory of Western Sahara. The
Polisario is “ready to hold negotiations
with Morocco on the basis of the right of
Sahrawis to self-determination”, senior
official Mhamed Khadad told a news
conference in the Algerian capital. He
said the African Union and United
Nations should both be involved in the
peace process in which the Polisario
would aim for “freedom and national
independence”.

On Friday, the United Nations set its
sights on restarting political talks on the
territory after the Polisario pulled back
fighters from a tense zone on the border
with Mauritania. UN military observers
confirmed that the Polisario forces car-
ried out the withdrawal from the
Guerguerat area on Thursday and Friday.
“ This action should improve the
prospects of creating an environment to
re-launch the negotiating process with a

new dynamic and a new spirit,” UN
spokesman Stephane Dujarric said.

News of the pullback came as the UN
Security Council unanimously adopted a
resolution endorsing the new peace ini-
tiative and renewing the mandate of its
MINURSO peacekeeping mission in
Western Sahara for a year.  The 450-
strong MINURSO is comprised mostly of
military observers monitoring a 1991
ceasefire between Morocco and the
Polisario. Rabat welcomed the Security
Council resolution. 

France, which has friendly ties with
Morocco, had insisted on a Polisario pull-
back from Guerguerat after Rabat with-
drew its forces from the zone in February.
Morocco and the Polisario fought for con-
trol of Western Sahara from 1974 to 1991,
when Rabat took over the desert territory
before the signing of the UN-brokered
ceasefire. Rabat, which considers Western
Sahara an integral part of Morocco, pro-
poses autonomy for the resource-rich ter-
ritory, but the Polisario insists on an inde-
pendence referendum.—AFP 
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GADHEIM, Germany: A European Union
flag snapping in the wind in the tiny
German village of Gadheim is the only
hint at why the world’s media are beat-
ing a path to this out-of-the-way spot. Its
handful of houses are set in the rolling
hills of Bavaria’s wine country, clustered
around a solitary road wending through
fields overlooked by a clutch of wind tur-
bines. When Britain’s two-year negotia-
tions on leaving the EU end in 2019,
Gadheim’s 89 inhabitants will find them-
selves at the geographic centre of the
bloc, according to the IGN geographic
institute in Paris.

Most here first heard the news on the
radio, says Juergen Goetz, mayor of near-
by Veitshoechheim-Gadheim being too
small to have a Buergermeister (mayor)
of its own. “We thought it was an April
Fool’s joke at first,” Goetz laughs, as he
recounts the story around a table in the
village hotel. There’s no doubt that locals
are proud to see their countryside in
focus, with its vineyards, endless fields
and the winding Main river. “My husband
has always said that we were the centre
of the world,” jokes Inge Diek, the village
representative of the German Farmers’
Association. “There’s a pretty saying, ‘God
kissed the Earth only once, and that’s
where Veitshoechheim is’. Gadheim is a

part of that,” beams Goetz. Gadheimers
have set up a WhatsApp group to marvel
at their newfound fame and mull how to
mark the spot. Most surprised of all was
Karin Kessler, dark-haired, slightly weath-
er-beaten and dressed in warm, practical
farming attire. Her son sent her a mes-
sage with a map of the exact coordi-
nates-which she at first thought were on
her neighbors’ land.  “No, it’s in your
field!” her son shot back.

Bittersweet feeling 
Kessler may be amused to find the

centre of the EU in her unremarkable
field of rapeseed. But “the fact that it’s
only happening because of this Brexit is
a bit of a shame for me,” she says. Like
others in the village, Kessler still hasn’t
got over her disbelief, first that British
voters would choose to quit the club,
and that the process will now be seen
through to its end. 

For her, the most tangible impact of
the EU-castigated for decades in some of
the British press as a burdensome for-
eign yoke-is the fact that there are no
border checks when she drives to France
on regular holidays. “And then I think, my
father was in World War II. He was a pris-
oner of war in France. That gives me
good reason to value” the EU, founded to

bind historic enemies together, she
explains. Some gathered around the
table wonder whether Britons might
change their minds before it’s too late-or
whether Scotland’s simmering inde-
pendence movement might keep a part
of the island nation in the currently 28-
member union. If, and when, Brexit is

final, Kessler is looking forward to point-
ing out to her father the flags marking
the EU’s centre flying in her field-
although she muses that “if the British
think again then I’ll be happy too”.

Moving on 
In Westerngrund, some 60 kilometers

to the northwest, mayor Brigitte Heim
also rues the British decision, not least
because it will cost her small town its sta-
tus as the centre of the EU, gained when
Croatia joined in July 2013. That cachet
put it squarely on the regional govern-
ment’s radar too. Since the centre has
been here, “they know in (state capital)
Munich that Westerngrund is still part of
Bavaria,” Heim says, despite the locals’
dialect and fondness for Apfelwein
(cider) — both of which owe something
to neighboring Hesse state.

When local school pupils checked in
2015, around 6,000 people from 93
countries-some from as far away as
Australia and Mongolia-had signed visi-
tors’ books kept at the neat lawn laid
down to mark the spot, with a row of
town, region, state, German and EU flags
overlooking tranquil hillside fields. 

“We thought Chinese buses would be
coming there every week. It didn’t really
turn out that way,” says local baker
Christoph Biebrich, who crafted ring-
shaped loaves with the hole representing
the navel of the EU, surrounded by stars.
Still, locals and tourists love picnicking
there, or hiking and mountain biking
along the trail linking Westerngrund to
the previous EU centre point in nearby
Meerholz, he goes on. —AFP
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PARIS: France’s rivals for the presidency, centrist
frontrunner Emmanuel Macron and far-right
rival Marine Le Pen, braced for major shows of
opposition to their programs yesterday on a
fractious May 1 holiday. Both candidates will
hold rallies just six days before the decisive sec-
ond round. France’s powerful unions will also
stage traditional May Day marches but the

demonstrations will underscore the conspicuous
absence of the united front they showed in 2002
when Le Pen’s father Jean-Marie shocked the
country by reaching the run-off.

On this day 15 years ago, some 1.3 million
people took to the streets of France in union-led
demonstrations to protest against the founder
of the National Front (FN), including 400,000 in
Paris. That show of force, coupled with a political
closing of ranks, helped centre-right Jacques
Chirac inflict a crushing defeat on Le Pen senior.
This time, unions are divided over the choice

between his 48-year-old daughter and 39-year-
old Macron. Two, the CFDT and Unsa, have called
for their members to back Macron on Sunday.

But while three other more left-wing unions
including the biggest, the CGT, have called for a
demonstration against Marine Le Pen’s vision of
French identity and opposition to immigration,
they have stopped short of backing Macron. For

many on the left, the former banker’s outlook is
too economically liberal. Le Pen has tried to capi-
talize on their fears, saying last week that
Macron would turn France into “a space, a waste-
land, a trading room where there are only con-
sumers and producers.”

Not the same thing   
Some militants have formed a movement

they have called “Social Front” to block both can-
didates and will march yesterday under a banner
saying: “Rock and a hard place: Social Front, it

will be won in the streets.”CGT leader Philippe
Martinez said he “deeply disagreed” with that
approach, arguing that Le Pen and Macron “are
not the same thing”. “The National Front is a
racist, xenophobic party that is anti-women and
anti-workers because it is also an economically
liberal party,” he said.

Le Pen hit back that the unions “are not
defending workers’ interests, they are looking
after their own interests”. “To see the CGT call on
its members to vote for Macron, who is going to
weaken the workers’ lot, is just astonishing,” she
said. Macron is currently favorite to become
France’s youngest ever president, leading Le Pen
by 19 points in the polls, but she has shown she
is a canny campaigner.

She took her campaign Monday to the work-
ing-class Paris suburb of Villepinte where the
first key speaker was Nicolas Dupont-Aignan, a
eurosceptic from outside the FN who Le Pen has
said will be her prime minister if wins on Sunday.
She is hoping to capture some of the 1.7 million
votes he won in the first round, although his
support for Le Pen has divided his own party.
Macron was to speak later at a modern conven-
tion centre near the La Villette science park in
northeastern Paris as he seeks to highlight his
appeal as a future-oriented innovator. In Paris, Le
Pen’s 88-year-old father Jean-Marie-whom she
kicked out of the FN in 2015 — led a march from
a gilded statue of Joan of Arc, the FN’s national-
ist icon, to Paris’ Opera Garnier. 

His presence in the campaign is an irritation
for his daughter, after he repeatedly called the
Nazi gas chambers a “detail” of history. Marine Le
Pen, who has worked to rebrand the FN to shed
its associations with her anti-Semitic father, on
Sunday laid a wreath at a World War II monu-
ment in the port of Marseille as France marked a
day of remembrance for the victims of the mass
deportation of Jews to Nazi Germany during
World War II. Macron paid his respects at Paris’s
Holocaust memorial. The deportation of French
Jews to Nazi Germany holds a highly sensitive
place in the national psyche. “What happened is
unforgettable and unforgivable,” Macron said at
the memorial after pausing before a wall bear-
ing the names of 76,000 Jews who were deport-
ed, of whom just 2,500 survived. “It should never
happen again.”—AFP 

GADHEIM: This file photo shows the road sign of the village of Gadheim near
Wuerzburg, Germany.—AFP
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LYON: A picture shows vandalized campaign posters of French presidential candidates
Emmanuel Macron, left, of the En Marche! movement and Marine Le Pen, right, of the far-right
National Front (FN) in Lyon yesterday ahead of the second and final round of the French presi-
dential election on May 7.—AFP 

STOCKHOLM: Parts of the Imam Ali Mosque lay destroyed by fire in Jarfalla north of
Stockholm, Sweden, early yesterday.—AP

STOCKHOLM: Swedish police say they are
investigating a fire that caused major dam-
age to a mosque near Stockholm as possi-
ble arson. Stockholm police spokesman
Lars Bystrom says “it appears to have been
lit from the outside.” He couldn’t give fur-
ther details pending an investigation. No
one was injured in the blaze, which started
late Sunday. Only a handful of people were
in the building but earlier up to 500 people

had attended celebrations at the mosque. 
Mosque spokesman Akil Zahiri told the

national news agency TT yesterday that he
was “very troubled” as the mosque wasn’t
only his workplace but also “felt like anoth-
er home.” As migrants have flooded into
Sweden, there have been increasing xeno-
phobic attacks, including 112 fires last year
at refugee reception centers, most of them
arson.—AP
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ROME: Former prime minister Matteo Renzi won
the leadership of Italy’s ruling Democratic Party
(PD) in a primary election Sunday, propelling
him back to the forefront of the national political
scene. Renzi, 42, resigned as prime minister in
December after Italians overwhelmingly reject-
ed a constitutional referendum aimed at stream-
lining the parliamentary system. Some two mil-
lion people voted and Renzi himself had set the
bar for success at one million voters.

Renzi’s win was announced by him and his
two rivals-Justice Minister Andrea Orlando and
Michele Emiliano-well ahead of the end of
counting. According to preliminary estimates,
Renzi bagged 70 percent of the vote. “It is a huge
responsibility. I thank from the bottom of my
heart those men and women who believe in
Italy,” he tweeted. “This is not the second half of
the same match, it’s a new match,” he said in a
victory speech. “This is the beginning of a com-
pletely new story.”

When he first took over the leadership in
December 2013, Renzi won the backing of close
on 68 percent of 2.8 million voters. He managed
to deliver significant labor market reforms and
modest growth, while overseeing the granting
of legal recognition to gay relationships for the
first time. But the recovery was not strong
enough to pay any real political dividends, and
alienated many on his party’s far left, who broke
away in February to form the Progressive and
Democratic Movement (DP).

Renzi then stepped down as party leader
with the aim of regaining legitimacy in a future
vote. The winner of Sunday’s vote will lead the
party during legislative elections slated for
spring 2018, unless parliamentarians come to an
agreement on electoral reforms before then and
call for early elections. During the only televised
debate between Renzi and his two competitors,
the former prime minister said he would do
“everything to bring back energy, momentum

and vigour to the country”, and railed against
“stagnation that seems to be blocking political
and institutional life” since the referendum. 

Crowning of Renzi   
Lorenzo De Sio, a professor of political sociol-

ogy at the Luiss University in Rome, said: “Rather
than a competition, we’re looking at a process of
legitimization, a sort of crowning of Renzi as
leader of the PD.” In addition to the contrasting
styles, with Orlando and Emiliano generally more
reserved than the exuberant Renzi during the tel-
evised debate, the event laid bare key differences

over national politics. Renzi disagrees with his
two challengers on a wealth tax, which he
opposes. If the spring election outcome requires
the formation of a coalition following the legisla-
tive elections, Orlando and Emiliano have said
they would seek to govern with left wing defec-
tors or other parties on the left. Renzi, mean-
while, has not ruled out forming an alliance with
centre-right leader and former premier Silvio
Berlusconi. But on Sunday he said: “We want to
have a large coalition but with citizens and asso-
ciations not with the self-proclaimed parties
which only represent themselves.”—AFP 

HAVANA: The Cuban government’s tradi-
tional May Day parade yesterday is the last
to be overseen by President Raul Castro-
and the first without his late brother and
revolutionary predecessor Fidel. The May 1
rally draws hundreds of thousands of
Cubans into Havana’s Revolution Square in
a sea of red, white and blue national flags
and portraits of Fidel Castro. But he died in
November and Raul Castro, after just over a
decade in power, has said he will step aside
in February 2018.

Raul Castro has been cautiously open-
ing up Cuba’s state-run economy and
strengthening its foreign relations-notably
by re-establishing diplomatic ties with the
United States. But yesterday’s parade has
the feel of the end of an era. It is not clear
who will take Castro’s place next year. Most
rumors suggest it will be Miguel Diaz-
Canel, 56, vice-president of the State
Council. Despite ministerial experience and
party credentials, he is seen as lacking a

support base in the military. “There is very
high uncertainty about 2018,” said Pavel
Vidal, a former official of Cuba’s central
bank and an academic at Colombia’s
Javeriana University. 

“One could expect a process of continu-
ity” of Raul Castro’s reforms, he added, “but
not at the same speed.” Cuba’s economic
fortunes depend largely on another coun-
try that will  see May Day marches on
Monday: Venezuela.

Yesterday’s parade in Havana will make
a show of support for Venezuela’s leftist
government which is facing violent opposi-
tion protests, top Cuban labor union leader
Ulises Guilarte said. Venezuela sells cut-
price oil to its leftist allies in Havana. Cuba
is currently in recession, dragged down by
its ally’s economic crisis. Analyst Andrew
Otazo of Washington-based Cuba Study
Group said that Cuba has started looking to
other oil exporters in case the Venezuelan
government collapses.—AFP 
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ROME: Former Italian Premier Matteo Renzi celebrates after winning the Democratic party’s
primary elections, in Rome.—AP

Cuba faces last May Day 
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